Resolution for CFA from CSUEU

Whereas, we believe in solidarity, and that harmonious and productive relations is in the best interest of all CSU unions; and

Whereas, because a stable, supported workforce and workplace means quality education for CSU students; and

Whereas, because the CSU appears not to care, insisting on solely take-backs in ongoing CFA/CSU successor contract negotiations; and

Whereas, because we agree with CFA that lavish giveaways to CSU executives, fee hikes, and take-back bargaining proposals need to end; and

Whereas, because we must send CSU Trustees a wake-up call; and

Whereas, because enough is enough,

Therefore, be it resolved CSUEU hereby supports CFA in its plans for concerted action on November 17, 2011 at CSU East Bay and CSU Dominguez Hills, with other actions at all other campuses that day. We support CFA as it presses hard to ensure the professional working conditions and reasonable learning conditions that are essential for quality education.

And further resolved that, even though CSUEU-represented employees cannot strike at the current stage of our contract negotiations, we share a collective bond with CFA because we are both unions, we must both bargain with the same employer, and we both share the work site. The membership of our two unions forms a critical mass of CSU employees on each of the CSU campuses and within each of the campus communities.

We stand together to protect the bargaining process and to support our sisters and brothers in CFA.